How much will your

O365 migration
really cost you?
That depends on whether you’re planning to go it alone, or go with a Pro — an
experienced, proven O365 expert to help support your needs.

To get a better understanding of the real cost of your O365 migration — beyond the licensing fees — you’ll need to:
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Assess your current resource pool, their availability and their expertise levels
Understand your current environment
Evaluate the business risk of performing a migration yourself — can you be without email, critical files or IM?
Understand the impact on operations, downtime and end users
Identify your current IT challenges and bandwidth to perform the migration
Define your security and privacy protocols, as well as any gaps that might appear
Estimate the time and staff resources it takes to administer multiple O365 tasks post-migration

Let’s start by examining internal IT resources, which — if you’re like most organizations — may already be tapped.

Do you have IT covered?
In today’s complex organizations, IT departments are already overburdened and working with expertise gaps, shrinking
budgets and only so many hours to get IT done. Let’s take a closer look at the challenges draining your IT resources.

Top challenges for IT decision-makers

55%

Security

43%

IT talent

25%

Integration, interoperability and implementation of cloud-based/data solutions

23%

Limited budget

19%

Keeping up with change and digital innovation

16%

Employee end-user experience

15%

Vendor selection

13%

Leveraging technology for a competitive advantage

Source: 2018 Insight Intelligent Pulse Survey

O365 migration migraines
Migrating to O365 is a top priority for many organizations. But it can also be costlier, more complicated and more
time-consuming than expected — especially when internal IT resources are already stretched thin. Here are some of
the challenges you can expect to encounter when you go it alone with your O365 migration.

Top O365 migration challenges
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Limited IT resources and skills
Choosing the right O365 migration approach
Limited time frames and impact of downtime
Migrating massive amounts of data
Testing and troubleshooting

Training employees on O365 features
Security issues and vulnerabilities
Meeting compliance requirements
Ongoing management and support
Maximizing uptime

Data, data, everywhere
Data — the sheer volume, complexity and disparateness of it — represents one of the biggest and most costly O365 migration
challenges organizations face. Specifically, moving some or even all that data from wherever it’s currently stored to the cloud.

50%

62%

56%

50+%

Over 50% of data migrations
are over budget/behind
schedule.

62% of initial migration
projects are more
difficult than expected
(or fail outright).

56% of organizations cite
lack of expertise and/or
competing IT projects as
a challenge to completing
migration projects.

50+% of organizations
rely on partners for cloud
migrations, with 89%
reporting satisfaction with a
partner’s performance.

Source: 2017 Velostrata Dimensional Research Study

Downtime, security and compliance, oh my!
Data isn’t the only challenge you face. While migrating to O365, you’ll also need to consider the added time and cost
associated with downtime and service disruption, data loss and breaches, and privacy compliance. Your total cost of O365
ownership just got higher.

Data security costs
3.6M

$

66

The average total cost of a data breach for businesses in the U.S.
Source: Ponemon Institute’s 2017 Cost of Data Breach Study: Global Overview

The typical time it takes to contain a data breach

Days

Source: Ponemon Institute’s 2017 Cost of Data Breach Study: Global Overview

47%

The percentage of data breaches that involve a malicious or criminal attack

70%

The number of customers who say they would stop doing business with companies that have experienced
a data breach

Source: Ponemon Institute’s 2017 Cost of Data Breach Study: Global Overview

Source: Gemalto Data Breaches and Customer Loyalty 2017 Report

49

%

The percentage of businesses that are delaying cloud deployment due to a cyber security skills gap.
And, it’s one of the hardest areas to staff.
Source: Building Trust in a Cloud Sky: The State of Cloud Adoption and Security, 2017

40%

The number of deployments that will rely on third-party tools to fill gaps in security and compliance — a major
increase from less than 15% in 2016
Source: Gartner Survey

Wow, time really is money
And you’d rather save more of both. Managing your O365 environment post-migration comes with a host of administrative
tasks that consume hours of employee time while adding thousands of dollars each month to your O365 TCO.

How much time and money can you expect to spend on tasks?
Let’s take a look at the averages.

750/mo

$

The average cost of a Microsoft Premier
support ticket

22hrs/mo

The average time spent
managing O365

Source: Understanding the True Management Costs of Office 365, 2017 Champion Solutions Group Report

Ok, so what’s the bottom line?
The numbers add up: planning, migrating to and managing your O365 environment can end up costing much more than you
anticipated — especially when relying on strapped internal IT resources to do it all. Partnering with the right O365 expert, like
Navisite, helps save you countless hours and headaches — reducing the amount of critical budget that is expended. And with
an O365 expert supporting you before, during and after migration, you’ll see the maximum return on your investment.
That expert is Navisite.

Lower your O365 TCO with Navisite
Realize the full potential of Microsoft Office 365, with Navisite’s Elite 5-Star Managed Services. We’ll work as an extension of
your IT team to get your O365 investment up and running quickly, with minimal downtime and minimal security or compliance
exposure. Navisite’s Elite 5-Star Managed Services include free Tier I/II support and free escalation to Microsoft Premier
support. We’ll also help you manage O365 administrative tasks, so you can focus on your other IT priorities.

Managed Migration

Protection

Support & Management

A fully documented, proven migration
process to ensure that every email, file
and application you have is transferred
accurately and efficiently.

Only Navisite provides multiple layers
of email protection, powered by
Proofpoint, at no additional cost
to you.

400+ Microsoft-certified specialists
delivering the fastest response times
in the industry to keep your business
running smoothly 24/7/365.

Proactive Monitoring

Guarantee

We monitor your Office 365
environment around the clock with an
eye on uptime and latency, ensuring
your business keeps running.

Your Navisite Managed Office 365
service is financially backed with
Navisite’s 99.999% guarantee.

Choose Navisite and benefit from a partner who brings:
• 15+ year Microsoft Gold-Certified Partner

• 100,000+ end users

• 20+ year data migration experience

• 15-minute response time for urgent requests

• 600+ certified experts

• 24/7/365 live support

• 170K+ Microsoft mailboxes under management

• 99.999% uptime

Learn more
www.navisite.com/services/application-services/office365
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